
 

1. Can you remember the first jazz record you heard?
I am not 100% sure, but I believe the first jazz record I ever heard may have been Miles Davis's "Miles 
Smiles".  That was because one of my older sisters was a member of the Columbia Record Club, which sent 
out new recordings on the Columbia label every month.  I did not understand or appreciate the music at the 
time, as I was very young (maybe 10 years old).  However, the first jazz recording that I purchased on my own 
was John Coltrane's "Blue Train".  
 
2. Which drummers do you think have formed the basis of your style and how would you describe it?
 There are several drummers who's style and approach have helped shape my playing.  Most influential 
would be: Kenny Clarke, Max Roach, Philly Joe Jones, Jimmy Cobb, Roy Haynes, Art Blakey, Elvin Jones 
and Tony Williams.  My playing is deeply rooted in the combined approaches to swing, timekeeping, soloing, 
and sound expressed by these giants.  Of course I have been influenced by other great jazz drummers as 
well as other styles of music (soul/R&B, gospel, blues, funk, rock and pop).  As a matter of fact, the first drum 
solo I attempted to "copy" was actually from a recording by James Brown called "Soul Pride".  
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3. Can you tell us about the Dizzy Gillespie All Star Big Band. You’ve worked with Jimmy Heath 
before.  Are you all friends do you know each other from the scene?  Playing with this big band is like 
being at a family reunion!!  We are all good friends and many of us have played together in many different 
situations through the years.  I love playing big band music, and as you mentioned I have played and 
recorded with the Jimmy Heath big band as well.  I must say that I am very glad that I had the opportunity to 
play and record with Dizzy Gillespie as well.  I think that gives me some valuable insight into interpreting his 
music and the music associated with him. 
 
4.  In the days of small jazz combos, how important is it to keep the big band spirit alive? Is it 
important for you to keep the tradition of jazz alive?  I have my problems with the concept of "keeping 
something alive", which sounds like something is dying or on "life support".  As long as we are alive ourselves 
and giving our creative energy to the expression and performance of this music, it lives!!   As far as big bands 
in the days of small combos, the economics and expense of maintaining a big band is probably the main 
reason it is difficult.  Again, the spirit lives in the musicians themselves, and as long as we have creative and 
knowledgeable big band writers and arrangers, there is no possibility of it "dying". 
 
5. You worked with Dizzy on the albums ‘Bird Songs: the Final Recordings’ and ‘To Bird with Love’, 
how was he to work with?  Working with Dizzy Gillespie was surely one of the most rewarding and 
memorable experiences of my entire life and career.  Just being around him was so inspiring.  He showed 
interest in everything going on, and he was always encouraging and willing to share his knowledge.  The 
experience was priceless!  

 6. What’s your favourite Dizzy Gillespie album?  Hmmm ... that's a tough question!  Any of the recordings 
of him with Charlie Parker, how they phrased and played together , would be at the top of my list.  The big 
band recordings from the 60's are among my favorites as well (with Charlie Persip on drums sounding 
awesome)!  To be honest, I find myself listening to the record "Dizzy On The French Riviera" very often!!  He 
sounds so great on that recording!  
 



7. Who do you think are making big contributions to jazz today?  Anyone who is dedicated and brave 
enough to take on the responsibility of playing this music!  
 
8. You’ve worked as sideman on four of Japanese/American pianist, Toshiko Akiyoshi’s albums and 
released two albums in Japan. Is it a country you have a soft spot for?  I most definitely have a "soft 
spot" for Japan!!  I have been to Japan over 100 times in my career to perform, teach and record.  The fans 
there are some of the best and most loyal in the world, and I always look forward to any opportunity to go 
there.  Last year (2011) I co-led an all-star big band (along with trumpeter Terumasa Hino) on a tour 
sponsored by Fujitsu company.  It was made up of 9 Japanese musicians and 9 American musicians, and the 
tour was a huge success!!  I  have many friends there, and as a matter of fact, Japanese is probably the 
language I understand and speak best after English!!!  
 
9. You’ve shown yourself to be a particularly versatile drummer, playing in a range of styles including 
funk, latin and Afro Carribean, but you’re predominantly known for be bop and post bop, is this the 
style you most enjoy? Do all these genres take shape in influencing your style? Have you got any 
future projects that go back into funk, Latin or afro Caribbean? 
All of the styles you mentioned are important in shaping my approach to drumming.  The bebop style of 
playing is very close to my heart and is a way that I feel I can speak and express my musical voice in a most 
natural way.  It is a difficult and challenging language to master, and because I have spent time attempting to 
do that, I enjoy being able to speak that language fluently.
I do look forward to future projects where I can also play more of the other styles.  

10. Beyond jazz what album do you keep re-visiting? 
Well, that would be more than one album!  I listen to the funk and rhythm and blues that I heard before I even 
knew anything about jazz.  I grew up dancing and like to dance, so I like music with deep and funky drum 
grooves and bass lines!  The music of James Brown, Motown, Memphis (Stax Records), New Orleans (The 
Meters), Al Green, Sam Cooke other great soul singers, groups like Earth Wind and Fire and War.  I also love 
great gospel and spiritual music from the Black American tradition.
 



11. Your also very active as jazz educator holding lectures and workshops. Do you see this as your 
way to keep the tradition of jazz alive and do you think there’s a talented younger generation ready to 
take over? 
Again, as long as there are experienced musicians who know and love this music and are willing to share that 
knowledge, there will be members of the younger generation who want that knowledge.  It doesn't matter if 
they are small in number, as long as it is passed on, it lives.  I enjoy teaching and helping young people 
understand the historical and cultural importance of the music, and familiarizing them with the people who 
dedicated their lives to making the music what it is.
 
12. You’ve worked on over 400 recordings, as side man how much freedom do you have in being able 
to express yourself musically and influence the direction the music takes?
I believe freedom is something experienced and felt from the inside, so no matter what the outer situation or 
circumstance (style, genre, instrumentation, bandleader, etc), I will bring my awareness, knowledge, skill and 
commitment to the process.  Music "happens" in the present moment, so even with the greatest musicians, 
music has to be "allowed" to unfold, not forced.  I simply bring an intent to engage, interact, respond, initiate 
and create on the highest level with other like-minded musicians.  After that, we all just experience what 
happens!  
 
13. What’s the rhythm to your life?
The rhythm of my life or anyone else's life is a reflection of how we see ourselves in this vast universe.  Are 
we comfortable with who we are?  Do we treat others the way we would like to be treated?  Do we respect 
ourselves and others?  Are we striving to be honest, virtuous and authentic?  Are we open to change and the 
"unexpected"?  Are we willing to learn and grow, or to be wrong sometimes?  Do we acknowledge when we 
have been less than our best selves, and make the effort to do better next time?  Do we do things which 
contribute to improving our health and wellbeing (mentally, emotionally, physically, spiritually)?  If we are doing 
these things, then I would say we have an uplifting and flowing rhythm to our lives!  We are grooving!!!  
 
14. Do you have any upcoming projects planned as leader?



I have a brand new cd just about to be released this summer!  It is with my quintet, which features Renee 
Rosnes on piano, Peter Washington on bass, Jimmy Greene on saxophones and Jeremy Pelt on trumpet.  It 
was recorded live in September of 2011 at a wonderful jazz club in Vancouver, Canada called The Cellar.  The 
title is "The Highest Mountain".  In the spring of 2013 I will also return to Japan for a "Trios" tour, featuring my 
trio and the trio of drummer Jeff Hamilton.  I'm also preparing to tour in 2013 with an all-star group called 
Monterey Jazz Festival On Tour, featuring Christian McBride, Dee Dee Bridgewater.   I'm also planning to 
record a cd with me featured doing some vocals!!  


